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The world’s top tech 
companies choose 
the Netherlands 
as the place to 
conquer Europe. 

They have 
very good reasons.”

“



Population of 17 million
Unitary Parliamentary 
Constitutional Monarchy
King Willem Alexander
Capital of Amsterdam

Located in the Eurozone
Co-founder EU, NATO, OECD & WTO
Dutch & English speaking

GDP of $ 856.265 Billion (27th)
Per Capita $ 50.339 (15th)
CET timezone
.nl internet TLD

The Netherlands
Facts and figures

Location, location, location
Central in a 500 million consumers market

Gateway to Europe
Our infrastructure is second to none

Fluent in English
90% of all Dutch speak English

Pro business climate
Hundreds of multinationals thriving in Holland



The Netherlands
World class distribution hubs

Port of Rotterdam
Europe’s largest harbor

Schiphol Airport
Europe’s Preferred Airport 

Digital Gateway to Europe
Perfect data connectivity

322 destinations
64 million passengers
1,64 million tonnes cargo
(Source: Schiphol Group 2015)   

500.000 m2 data center space
180 MW A’dam data center supply
806 networks AMS-IX
(Source: Digital Gateway to Europe 2016)   

466 tonnes cargo throughput
1000 links to other ports
139.000 ship arrivals
(Source: Port of Rotterdam 2015)   

1000+ years experience in (data) logistics and trade



Bluetooth was 
developed by Dutch 
engineer Jaap
Hartsen

Wi-Fi, developed 
at TU Delft in 
the Netherlands

Python, was 
developed by Dutch
scientist Guido van 
Rossum

DVD and CD 
were developed 
by Philips

The Netherlands 
A country of innovation



The Netherlands 
Europe’s digital enabler

o Connectivity
o Performance
o Flexibility
o Efficiency
o Reliability

The Netherlands provides 
a unique eco-system 
for the data driven economy.



The Netherlands 
In the heart of the European market

o EU single market
o EU privacy legislation
o Long term policy focus
o Favorable tax climate
o 30% ruling for foreign workers

If it sells in the Netherland, it sells in Europe



The Netherlands
Is the perfect location...

to distribute your data World’s largest internet exchange
to build your data center        EU’s fastest growing DC market
to operate your cloud World’s nr 3 cloud market

and
to build your HQ

Location
Netherlands



The Netherlands
Is the ideal location...

to distribute your data



The Netherlands
Perfect connectivity 

Connecting the world
Lowest average latency in Europe
Multiple submarine cable connections
Extensive fiber-infrastructure
Competitive connectivity market

Home of the world’s largest exchanges
Internet, cloud, add, mobile, media-exchanges

Unrivalled ecosystem
All major tiers, CDN's, cloud’s are present



The Netherlands
Unrivalled cable and fiber-infrastructure. 



Europe’s network hub: 
Lowest average latency in Europe

In the data driven economy
you need to deliver 
twenty-four-seven
without any delay

3 ms 6 ms 12 ms

Combined aggregated average latency in ms

500 million
customers



Europe’s data hub: 
Best geographical data location

Combined aggregated average latency in ms



International hub: 
Direct cable connections

Combined aggregated average latency in ms

Direct US route

Main route to Asia



Connect directly to all
Internet, Add, Mobile, Media-Exchanges

Hotspot for interconnection and peering
Direct connection to all major exchanges
Improved speed and redundancy
Diverse market place

The Netherlands is the 
number 1 country with 
the most internet traffic
(Source: Euro-IX 2016)

www.internetexchangemap.com



The Netherlands
Home of the AMS-IX

Largest internet exchange in the world
Uniquely diverse peering community
Providing performance and redundancy
Increased buying power

Members (ASNs) 804
Ports 1448
Peak traffic (Tb/s)  4.895
Current traffic (Tb/s) 4.487
Capacity (Tb/s) 20.8618
(Source: AMS-IX Oct 2016)



Eco-system
All major tiers, CDN's, cloud’s are present

‘Hyper’ presence of the top 5 cloud players
Direct connection from all major data centers
Europe’s ultimate hybrid data center location

Start Google data center 2014

CLOUDFLARE



Digital Gateway to Europe
Is the ideal location...

For you data center



The Netherlands
Country of data centers

Key European data center market
Connectivity most important driver
Fastest growing market in Europe
15% growth the last 5 years
Ideal place for hyperscales 

CBRE: “The Amsterdam
data center market 
continues to prosper 
and outperform other 
European locations.” 

Multitenant data centers

Hyperscale data centers Approx. 300 km



The Netherlands
Country of data centers campuses

Multitenant campuses 
Amsterdam, Rotterdam, 
Groningen, Eindhoven

Amsterdam campus 
South-East, Science Park,
Schiphol, West

(Source: Dutch Datacenter Report 2016)



The Netherlands
Multitenant data centers

The Dutch multi tenant data center market 
has many players operating all over the 
Netherlands. Due to the high demand new 
players enter the market every year.



(Source: Dutch Datacenter Report 2016)

The Netherlands
Multitenant data centers

64% of all multitenant data centers are 
located in the metro Amsterdam area 

Regional data center opportunities

Having a data center in surrounding regions is 
a great option. With virtually no 
disadvantages, there are numerous locations 
that can perfectly facilitate data center 
operations.

The advantages of being in another area 
other than Amsterdam:

Lower cost in general (including personnel)
More building space (cheaper to build)
Connectivity capabilities close as Amsterdam
Relatively low latency due to small distances



The Netherlands
Hyperscale data centers

Dataports Eemshaven



The Netherlands
Hyperscale data centers

Agriport A7



Why the Netherlands
The (green) power factor

o Most reliable energy grid in Europe: 
o 99.9943% availability
o Data centers green energy usage at 80%
o Ample green energy capacity to scale up
o Lowest key market energy price
o Continuous grid investments

(Source: Dutch Datacenter Report 2016)

Five major electricity generating 
companies sell through nearly 30 
regional and local energy distribution 
companies

The only ‘Transmission System 
Operator’ is ‘TenneT, which is fully 
owned by the central government

Distribution System Operators (such 
as Liander, Stedin and Enexis) 
account for the regional network 
operation and connect customers to 
the grid and provide the transport of 
electricity.

The Netherlands had the lowest 
number of minutes of energy loss and 
energy interruptions per year in 
Europe.
(Source: CEER 2016)



Why the Netherlands
A low risk enviroment to invest in

o No hurricane or earthquake threats
o No heavy industry near data centers
o Stable government and policies
o Favorable fiscal climate 
o Reliable energy network
o Steady price levels

and
Continuous demand

(Source: Dutch Datacenter Report 2016)



Why the Netherlands
A climate ideal for data centers

The Dutch outside air is cold enough 
(below 22°Celsius) to allow sustainable 
data centre cooling for 97% of the year.

(Source: KNMI Average temperature 2015)

Climate
The predominant wind direction in 
the Netherlands is southwest, which 
causes a moderate maritime climate, 
with warm summers and cool 
winters, and typically high humidity. 

This is especially true close to the 
Dutch coastline, where the 
difference in temperature between 
summer and winter, as well as 
between day and night is noticeably 
smaller than it is in the southeast of 
the country.



Why the Netherlands
A mature ecosystem for data centers

Active associations, clusters and organisations 
representing and promoting the industry have 
had a very positive effect on the growth of the 
Dutch tech industry.

The trade association for the data center sector 
is the Dutch Datacenter Association. Its participants 
represent 90% of the Dutch data center market.

www.dutchdatacenters.nl



Why the Netherlands
A mature support ecosystem

As the data center ecosystem grew so did
companies who support this industry. 
From designing, to building and operating, 
the Netherlands is home of all the major 
names in the industry.



▫ (Source: Loopnet 2012)

The Netherlands
Favorable property prices

Industrial property sale prices – Sale
The price of one square foot in property sales in US$



The Netherlands
Favorable property lease prices

Industrial property lease prices - Lease trends
The price of one square foot in property leasing in $

▫ (Source: Loopnet 2012)



(Source: fDi Benchmark from the Financial Times Ltd 2014)

The Netherlands
Total operating costs – data center



(Source: fDi Benchmark from the Financial Times Ltd 2014)

The Netherlands
Property costs (1,249 square feet)



Infrastructure   e-Commerce    Security         Start-Ups

The Netherlands
Well organized clusters

Gateway Research      Research Research



Dutch Datacenter Report 2016: www.dutchdatacenters.nl/publicaties

SEP 2016 
Datacenter Handbook & Map

The Netherlands
Up to date publications



www.digitalgateway.eu

Information online
Digital Gateway to Europe

Tap into the central source 
of information about the 
Netherlands as the Dutch 
Digital Gateway to Europe.

Prepare your launch or 
expansion in the 
Netherlands with facts, 
links and events.



www.digitalgateway.eu/launchpad

Launchpad
This Thursday

o Free tour 
o Learn and see
o 4 Data centers
o KPMG
o AMS-IX
o NFIA

Register via:

!



Digital Gateway to Europe
www.digitalgateway.eu

Dutch Datacenter Association
www.dutchdatacenters.nl

Netherlands Foreign Investment Agency 
www.investinholland.com


